EXPO REAL ONLINE 2021
Participation options for digital exhibitors

International Trade Fair for Property and Investment

exporeal.net

October 11–13, 2021 │ Messe München

Building networks

The real estate and investment industries are coming together in
various ways this year
The industry is unanimous: There is a great desire for a face-toface event.

At the same time, we realize that it will not be possible for everyone
– exhibitors and visitors alike – to be in Munich from October 11–13.
The solution: EXPO REAL ONLINE

A digital platform for exhibitors and visitors with a curated
conference program, exhibitor presentations and opportunities for
international networking.

Let us explain your options and how it all works.
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – The platform
Networking
✓ A.I.-supported matchmaking function
✓ Communication via chat and/or online meetings
Company sessions
✓ Individual slot for your company
Conference program
✓ Curated selection of first-rate talks and discussions
✓ Available as livestream or later as recording
Company profile
✓

Create an attractive and eye-catching company profile

✓

Visitors to your profile are visible, allowing you to engage with
them directly in a targeted manner

Sponsorships
✓ Raise your visibility and brand awareness by taking advantage
of one of the limited number of prominent advertising
placements
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Participation options and services
Digital Silver
Partner Package

Digital Gold
Partner Package

Digital Platinum
Partner Package

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Networking: Inbound Leads

up to 250

up to 500

unlimited

Networking: Pending Meetings

up to 10

up to 25

up to 50

Teaser text (80 characters) in exhibitor list and exhibitor profile

✓

✓

✓

Company text (1,700 characters) and key visual in exhibitor profile

✓

✓

✓

Company logo in exhibitor profile

✓

✓

✓

Product presentations / Company focus (each with one image + 1,000 characters text)

3

9

9

Video in the company profile (max. 3 minutes)

✓

✓

Exhibitor List Ranking in second place under "Gold Partner"

✓

Participation options digital exhibitors
Company and contact details
2 entries in the business directory

✓

Exhibitor List Ranking in first place under "Platinum Partner"
Social Media Booklet

✓

✓

E-Mail Masterclass

✓

✓

Logo banner on the sidebar

✓

Targeting Notifications

3

Company session (livestream & recording)

1

Full-size banner in a visitor mailshot

✓

Preis
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1,750 €

3,550 €

17,850 €
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Your company profile
✓ Your attractive company profile contains information on your company and contact
details, two entries in the business directory, teaser and company text with key visual
and logo
✓ Also included are four free-of-charge digital exhibitor passes, which guarantee
access to EXPO REAL ONLINE for the entire duration of the event and beyond
✓ Additionally, you can present up to three products within your profile
Expanded company profile
✓ Book our gold or platinum partner package to enhance your profile with additional
information
✓ Options include a video, additional product presentations, company sessions, etc.
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Services in detail
Company Session

Create your own 60-minute online presentation during EXPO REAL 2021.*
There are a range of formats to choose from, including live stream, webinar
or pre-recorded presentation.
Your session will be listed in the main event program and will be recorded
during streaming. The recording of your session will still be accessible to all
EXPO REAL participants until the platform is closed a few weeks later.
Booking information:
▪
▪

included in the “platinum partner” package
can be booked as an add-on to the packages “silver partner” and “gold

▪

partner” (EUR 5,000)**
incl. 2x 1 hr. workshop "Presenting successfully online “

*

The content of the session must be agreed with and authorized by the organizer in advance.
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Services in detail
Inbound Leads

Inbound Leads are users that have shown an interest in your company,
including viewing your exhibitor profile or linked projects, connecting with or
having a meeting with one of your exhibitor representatives, etc. Inbound
leads are also generated when a visitor has viewed one of your Company
Sessions.
Inbound Leads cannot be exported. Only contacts can be exported. An
Inbound Lead becomes a contact as soon as they connect with you or your
company or accept a meeting with one of your representatives.
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Services in detail
Pending Meetings

Pending Meetings are meeting requests that you and/or your company
representatives can send to other users.

The higher your Pending Meetings limit, the more meeting requests your
company representatives can send. When the limit is reached, no more
requests can be sent until one of the requests already sent is accepted or
rejected.
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Services in detail
Logo-Banner Sidebar

Chatbanner

Targeting Notification

Placement of logo, company name and a brief
description at the bottom left of the platform.

Design a banner for your company and present
yourself on one of the most prominent advertising
spaces on the platform. Clicking on the banner
takes the user to the sponsor's profile.

Custom notifications are sent to all selected
participants. When users click on the notification,
they are taken directly to the company profile or to
a website of the company’s choice.

2,450 EUR*

EUR 1,950*
(included in the Platinum partner package)

Sidebar sponsors rotate permanently. Clicking the
sidebar takes the user to the sponsor's profile.
EUR 1,950*
(included in the Platinum partner package)

* can only be booked in connection with a package (silver, gold or platinum partner)
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EXPO REAL ONLINE – Services in detail
Exhibitor List Ranking

Social Media Booklet

E-Mail Masterclass

The companies’ profiles are displayed at the top of
the exhibitors' list. Users do not need to filter the
list of exhibitors to find these companies.

You will receive a Social Media Booklet on how to
successfully promote your company at a digital
event via your own social media channels.

You’ll receive a five-part email series on how to
successfully run your own digital event as a
business.

Companies that have booked the Platinum partner
package are displayed before companies with the
Gold partner package.
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FAQs
Do I have to be a physical EXPO REAL exhibitor to participate in EXPO REAL ONLINE?
No. Non-exhibitors can also book one of the packages and thus become digital exhibitors at EXPO REAL ONLINE. Packages and products for digital exhibitors can be booked via the booking form on
exporeal.net.
Who has access to EXPO REAL ONLINE?
All physical exhibitors of EXPO REAL automatically receive a basic entry as an exhibitor on the platform. For every physical participant (exhibitors and visitors) of EXPO REAL, access to the online
platform is already included in the ticket price. In addition, there will be digital passes on sale for purely digital visitors.
Can I just book individual products instead of a package?
No, booking a package is a prerequisite for digital exhibitors to participate in EXPO REAL ONLINE. Individual products can then be booked in addition to the package. You can also add upgrades for your
booked products during the course of the event.
How and when/until when can I book the packages and services?
Digital exhibitors can book their participation now via the booking form on exporeal.net. Bookings are possible until 15 September 2021 at the latest. Messe München GmbH has the final decision on
admission as a digital exhibitor at EXPO REAL ONLINE.

Your contact
for questions & bookings
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Gesine Hübner
Exhibition Manager EXPO REAL
Tel.:+49 89 949 20444
E-Mail: gesine.huebner@messe-muenchen.de
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